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ABOUT
Moments Media Agency started its commercial operations in the city of Jeddah in 2017 under
an ambitious Saudi management to serve the needs of the private and government sectors by
supplying them with smart solutions through advertising, promotion and marketing screens
which enables these two sectors to present and offer their products and services in a modern
way.
Moments advertising and promotion screens are distinguished by being equipment with Windows
or Android with the special touch or no touch features. Our screens come in different shapes and
sizes, the screens are also designed to operate on 24 /7 in order to achieve the objectives and
marketing plans of our customers.

OUR
To be one of the leading advertising and
digital signages solutions providers
in Saudi Arabia.

OUR
Continuously provide the smart solution to the
private and government sectors in order
to make their efforts and services
very successful.
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Standing
StandingAdvertising
AdvertisingVertical
VerticalScreens
Screens

These screens are considered to be one of the best marketing solutions to promote your products and
services, and it is an alternative solution for the rollups and banners and they are considered to be a
creative solution that can promote products and services in the government and private sectors.

21" - 32" - 43" - 55" - 65" - 75" - 86"
Windows or
IOS

Multimediia

24 Hrs

8 GB Memory

USB & HDMI

Internet

Easy & Fast data transfer and available with software to
change the ads remotly
Managing ads internationally and control multiple screens
at the same time
Available in touch Screens or without, based on client request
Languages: Arabic - English
Possibility of dividing the screens into unlimited sections
Ability to add apps in device

 ﺳﺎﻋﺔ24

2

Newspapers Holder Advertising Vertical Screens

These screens are equipped with newspapers and brochure holders are
considered to be a creative solution that can promote products and
services in the government and private sectors.

21.5"

 ﺳﺎﻋﺔ24
Windows or
IOS

Multimediia

24 Hrs

8 GB Memory

USB & HDMI

Internet

Easy & Fast data transfer and available with software to change the
ads remotely
Managing ads internationally and control multiple screens at the
same time
Available in touch Screens or without, based on client request
Languages: Arabic - English
Possibility of dividing the screens into unlimited sections
Ability to add apps in device

23

Portable
Advertising
Screens
Standing
Advertising
Vertical
Screens

These screens are easy to move and considered to be the best marketing
and advertising solutions for the government and private sectors.
32" - 43"

Windows or
IOS

Multimediia

24 Hrs

8 GB Memory

USB & HDMI

Internet

Easy & Fast data transfer and available with software to change the
ads remotely
Managing ads internationally and control multiple screens at the
same time
Available in touch Screens or without, based on client request
Languages: Arabic - English
Possibility of dividing the screens into unlimited sections
Ability to add apps in device

 ﺳﺎﻋﺔ24
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Mapping
StandingAdvertising
AdvertisingHorizontal
Vertical Screens
Screens

These screens are considered to be a creative method to promote your products, services
and marketing activities and they can be used for entertainment, gaming and advertising
as well as a direction tool.

21" - 32" - 43" - 55" - 65"
Windows or
IOS

Multimediia

24 Hrs

8 GB Memory

USB & HDMI

Internet

Easy & Fast data transfer and available with software to change the
ads remotely
Managing ads internationally and control multiple screens at the
same time
Available in touch Screens or without, based on client request
Languages: Arabic - English
Possibility of dividing the screens into unlimited sections
Ability to add apps in device

 ﺳﺎﻋﺔ24
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Wall
Standing
Advertising
Advertising
Vertical and
Vertical
Horizontal
Screens
Screens

These screens are considered to be a creative method to promote your products, services and also can be
used in reception areas, restaurants, meeting rooms and hospitals and can be placed on the wall as vertical
or horizontal in a modern way.

21"- 32" - 43" - 55" - 65" - 75" - 86"
 ﺳﺎﻋﺔ24
Windows or
IOS

Multimediia

24 Hrs

8 GB Memory

USB & HDMI

Internet

Easy & Fast data transfer and available with software to change the
ads remotely
Managing ads internationally and control multiple screens at the
same time
Available in touch Screens or without, based on client request
Languages: Arabic - English
Possibility of dividing the screens into unlimited sections
Ability to add apps in device
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Elevator
Advertising
Vertical and
Horizontal
Screens
Standing
Advertising
Vertical
Screens

These are indoors advertising screens that can be used in reception areas Elevators and meeting rooms.
It can be placed on the wall to promote your products and services in a modern way. These screens also
come in different sizes to suit your marketing activities.
12.1" - 21" - 10.1" - 18.5"
Windows or
IOS

Multimediia

24 Hrs

8 GB Memory

USB & HDMI

Internet

Easy & Fast data transfer and available with software to change the
ads remotely
Managing ads internationally and control multiple screens at the
same time
Available in touch Screens or without, based on client request
Languages: Arabic - English
Possibility of dividing the screens into unlimited sections
Ability to add apps in device

72

Standing
Advertising
Screens
Video
Wall Advertising
VerticalVertical
and Horizontal
Screen

These are indoors advertising screens that can be used in reception areas, elevators and meeting rooms.
It can be placed on the wall to promote your products and services in a modern way. These screens also
come in different sizes to suit your marketing activities.

 ﺳﺎﻋﺔ24
Windows or
IOS

Multimediia

24 Hrs

8 GB Memory

USB & HDMI

Internet

Easy & Fast data transfer and available with software to change
the ads remotely
Managing ads internationally and control multiple screens at the
same time
Available in touch Screens or without, based on client request
Languages: Arabic - English
Possibility of dividing the screens into unlimited sections
Ability to add apps in device
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Hanging
Wall Double
Sided Advertising
Screens
Standing
Advertising
VerticalVertical
Screens

These are advertising screens that can be viewed from both sides and are used mainly to exhibit products
and services, thus increasing the amount of viewing of products and services. These screens are considered
to be a creative solution that can promote products
and services in the government and private sectors.

55" - 43"
 ﺳﺎﻋﺔ24

Windows or
IOS

Multimediia

24 Hrs

8 GB Memory

USB & HDMI

Internet

Easy & Fast data transfer and available with software to change the
ads remotely
Managing ads internationally and control multiple screens at the
same time
Available in touch Screens or without, based on client request
Languages: Arabic - English
Possibility of dividing the screens into unlimited sections
Ability to add apps in device

Front

Back
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Interactive
Table
Advertising
Horizontal
Screens
Standing
Advertising
Vertical
Screens

These are indoors advertising screens used mainly to exhibit products and services and considered
to be a creative method to promote your products, and services and can be used in reception areas,
restaurants,meeting rooms and hospitals.

 ﺳﺎﻋﺔ24
Windows or
IOS

Multimediia

24 Hrs

8 GB Memory

USB & HDMI

Internet

Easy & Fast data transfer and available with software to change
the ads remotely
Managing ads internationally and control multiple screens at the
same time
Available in touch Screens or without, based on client request
Languages: Arabic - English
Possibility of dividing the screens into unlimited sections
Ability to add apps in device

55" - 43"

10
2

Standing
Advertising
Screens
Photo
Frame Advertising
VerticalVertical
and Horizontal
Screens

These are new photo wood frame advertising screens designed in a modern style and It can be
placed on the wall to promote your products and services in a modern way.

55" - 43"
24
Windows or
IOS

Multimediia

24 Hrs

8 GB Memory

USB & HDMI

Internet

Easy & Fast data transfer and available with software to change the
ads remotely
Managing ads internationally and control multiple screens at the
same time
Available in touch Screens or without, based on client request
Languages: Arabic - English
Possibility of dividing the screens into unlimited sections
Ability to add apps in device

112

Standing
Advertising
Vertical
Screens
Table
Advertising
Screens
with Power
Bank

These screens are used in meeting rooms, reception, waiting areas, restaurants and cafes.
They have the feature to display videos and photos to promote your product and services.
Also these screens have a charger to charge all smart phones devices.

8" - 7"
 ﺳﺎﻋﺔ24
Multimediia

24 Hrs

Internet

Easy & Fast data transfer and available with software to change
the ads remotely the no need.
Managing ads internationally and control multiple screens at the
same time.
Languages: Arabic – English
Comes in different sizes: single 8 inch or double 7 inch
Possibility of dividing the screens into 3 sections
Ability to add apps in device

2 12

Video
Walking Vertical
Billboards
Standing
Advertising
Screens

These video billboards which are light weighted are carried on
the backs to advertise products and services while walking
around which makes them suitable for your marketing
activity whether it is indoor or outdoor.

20"

 ﺳﺎﻋﺔ24

Front speakers

8 Hrs

Weight : 8KG

Easy & Fast Data transfer Via USB
Ability to put a print ad

English

2

Moments
System
for Controlling
Advertising
Screens
Standing
Advertising
Vertical
Screens
This is a remote controlling system which can change the advertising contents remotely at any time and
from any place in the world via an electronic website which enables you to control all Moments advertising
screens whether it is Horizontal or vertical. This system has many distinguished features which can be
displayed on the screens in a modern and attractive style.

All ﬁle types

Multimedia

Arabic & english
Ads

Arabic & english
Messages

Internet

Control
 ﺳﺎﻋﺔ24

From all over the world

Easy & Fast data transfer and available with software to
change the ads remotely .
Possibility of dividing the screens into unlimited sections.
Display the weather, time and date on the screen.
Managing ads internationally and control multiple screens
at the same time.
Remote control to shut down the device, volume, restart
the device, follow ads, and a lot of features.
Preparing a schedule of multiple times for the device's on
and off modes.
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+966 55 840 0088
info@momentsscreens.com
Al Watein Administrative Building –
Prince Saud al Faisal – Al Rawdah District –
Jeddah – Saudi Arabia

momentsscreens

